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Letter from the Editor
Anne-Elizabeth Powell
Ryan Library
Point Loma Nazarene University
San Diego, California

Greetings!
With this issue, The Christian Librarian begins
its 54th year of publication! Over the course
of those 54 years, TCL has evolved from an
association newsletter into a professional journal
that now includes peer reviewed content.
Through the year the publication has reflected
the changes that have taken place both in the
Association of Christian Librarians and in the
profession of librarianship. It is the desire of the
editors of TCL that the journal will continue to
change and to reflect the needs and wishes of
the ACL membership as we strive to best meet
the challenges of a profession in flux.
The Association of Christian Librarians
conducted an extensive survey of the membership
in 2009, posing a number of questions regarding
the future of the Association. Several of the
questions included in that survey pertained to
TCL. The responses to those questions have
been used to make some changes to the journal,
changes which take effect with this issue.
As digital resources have become increasingly
popular, the Board of ACL proposed giving
journal subscribers a choice of delivery
method – whether the traditional print or a
digitally delivered copy of the journal would
be preferable. You will find that the ACL
membership form now includes an area in
which you may indicate your preferred delivery
method for The Christian Librarian. Optional
digital delivery of TCL begins with this issue.
The blue pages on which Association business
such as the President’s Note and the News and
Views section formerly appeared have been
removed from the journal beginning with this
volume.These items will be included in the ACL
website: http://www.acl.org/ Moving such
content to the ACL web pages will allow more
timely distribution and provide the membership
with more frequently updated information.
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The most evident change that has been made
as a response to member preference is in our
publication schedule. The Christian Librarian
will now be published twice yearly, with issues
distributed in spring and fall. Each issue is
intended to be larger, with more emphasis on
peer reviewed content and scholarly articles.
“Nuts and Bolts” articles will continue to
remain a part of the journal, with many articles
generated from workshops presented at the
annual ACL conference.
In order for The Christian Librarian to increase
in size, to include more peer-reviewed articles,
and strengthen its professional appeal we look
to you, our subscribers and fellow members
of the Association of Christian Librarians.
TCL source material comes from you. Perhaps
you have lately given a workshop at an ACL
conference, a faculty presentation at your home
institution, done a poster session at another
conference, or put together an interesting
bibliography. Please consider submitting these
items for publication in TCL. In addition,
TCL may provide that first time entry into
publication for those who may be beginning
the writing process.
Scholarly articles, especially those detailing a
study you have conducted or program you have
designed or implemented, are good candidates
for submission to the peer review process. For
many of us, publication in a peer reviewed
journal is necessary for promotion and tenure
bids. Publishing such an article in The Christian
Librarian may help to further your career, and
will provide helpful information for others in
the field.
Lastly, many thanks to all the authors previously
published in TCL! We look forward to hearing
more from you.
Anne-Elizabeth Powell
Editor-in-Chief

